Data-as-a-Product Solution
Empower everyone to be data driven

SOLUTION
Empower everyone to instantly discover and use Data Products instead of waiting for slow and complex ETL.

Business is more data driven than ever and the demand for fast and easy data and analytics is at an all-time high.

Problem With Data and Analytics Today.
The current state of decision making is not sustainable.

Getting data to consumers is too hard, takes too long, and requires too many tools.

As a result, the speed and autonomy that business teams need just isn’t possible.

Why.
3 Big Paradigms Have Shifted

Business relies on getting data from multiple sources
More data + More data types + More locations = Bigger & Longer ETL/ELT jobs
More users require access creating issues around security & access control
**Solution.**
Easy to consume Data Products that empower everyone to be data driven and to drive business performance

**Data Product Consumers**
- Leaders
- Managers
- Analysts
- Everyone

**Data Products**
- Sales Data Product
- Finance Data Product
- Business Unit Data Product

**Data Product Owners**
- Build & Manage
  - Sales
  - Finance
  - Business Unit

**Easy to Find & Use**
Well defined, meaningfully described, searchable and shareable Data Products

**Provides Real Value**
Measure and manage effectiveness of Data Products

**Easy to Build & Manage**
Business friendly way to build and manage Data Products without technical complexity
From Traditional to Modern In Days, Not Years.

Promethium’s all-in-one no-code solution is powered by the best Data Fabric available today. With patented NLP technology, Promethium automates the question to data to answer workflow. Type a question and let Promethium discover data, build the dataset and visualize and interpret the results for you in real time. Empower everyone.
The Promethium Difference.
Autonomy and peer to peer collaboration for faster data and analytics

By using Promethium organizations and businesses can save thousands of hours every year, reduce time to market and can be up and running in days without expensive professional services. There are many more reasons why Promethium’s unique all-in-one solution is right for you, including:

- **Data Discovery:** Automated Data Catalog included. Natural language search matches best fit data. Tags and annotations for context.

- **Data Preparation:** Create and share datasets in minutes with AI & ML driven assistance. Fast federated query without moving data.

- **Data Access:** Easy on-demand access for Analysts, Business Users and analytics tools like Power BI, Tableau, Looker and Qlik.

- **Metadata Analysis:** Report most popular data, queries and analysis (questions) to better understand business needs. Peer reviews.

- **Connectivity:** 200+ supported data sources. Including MS SQL, Oracle, Snowflake, Synapse, S3, Teradata, IBM DB2, Databricks, Salesforce, more…

- **Governance & Security:** Row and column level access control. Kerberos, OKTA, LDAP integration. Data encryption and masking. Query auditing. RBAC.

- **Fast Start:** Results in days, not months or years. No professional services required.

Customers Love Promethium
Read the 5 Star Reviews
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